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The definitive guide to the LEGO Star WarsTM universe, showcasing the vast collection of LEGO Star Wars sets and minifigures released over the last 20 years. This is a complete,
unrivaled encyclopedia of the LEGO Star Wars theme. Fans will have an all-encompassing companion to the LEGO Star Wars cultural phenomenon. Produced in large format and featuring
beautiful imagery, this is an indispensable guide for young fans and a stunning reference work for adults. With behind-the-scenes material, it tells the complete story of LEGO Star Wars,
from the earliest concepts in the late 1990s to the creation of the most recent sets for The Force AwakensTM and Rogue OneTM. Created with the LEGO Star Wars team. LEGO, the
LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group.
2017 The LEGO Group. Produced by Dorling Kindersley under license from the
LEGO Group.
& TM 2017 Lucasfilm Ltd.
What does it take to reinvent a language? After a meteoric rise, China today is one of the world’s most powerful nations. Just a century ago, it was a crumbling empire with literacy
reserved for the elite few, as the world underwent a massive technological transformation that threatened to leave them behind. In Kingdom of Characters, Jing Tsu argues that China’s
most daunting challenge was a linguistic one: the century-long fight to make the formidable Chinese language accessible to the modern world of global trade and digital technology.
Kingdom of Characters follows the bold innovators who reinvented the Chinese language, among them an exiled reformer who risked a death sentence to advocate for Mandarin as a
national language, a Chinese-Muslim poet who laid the groundwork for Chairman Mao's phonetic writing system, and a computer engineer who devised input codes for Chinese characters
on the lid of a teacup from the floor of a jail cell. Without their advances, China might never have become the dominating force we know today. With larger-than-life characters and an
unexpected perspective on the major events of China’s tumultuous twentieth century, Tsu reveals how language is both a technology to be perfected and a subtle, yet potent, power to be
exercised and expanded.
LEGO Play Book proves it. You can build anything with a LEGO brick in your hand LEGO Play Book contains a collection of all-new LEGO building ideas that will inspire you to play
with your favourite LEGO models in new and exciting ways. Organised in imaginatively themed chapters, covering everything from a LEGO safari and life under the sea to extreme sports
and beach scenes. This book is designed to teach you how to get the most play out of your LEGO models. With over 200 building ideas and tips, including suggestions for 'ten-minute
builds', 'cool brick' features and 'a handful of bricks', you'll discover endless LEGO possibilities. Advice from LEGO fan builders encourages you to get creative while developing your
LEGO skills and knowledge of new bricks and tricks. With a mixture of LEGO models, from the very simplest to the more complex, LEGO Play Book is perfect for everyone; for
beginners and more accomplished builders alike.
Travel through the history of architecture in The LEGO Architect. You’ll learn about styles like Art Deco, Modernism, and High-Tech, and find inspiration in galleries of LEGO models.
Then take your turn building 12 models in a variety of styles. Snap together some bricks and learn architecture the fun way!
Ultimate LEGO Star Wars
The LEGO Build-It Book, Vol. 2
The Language Revolution That Made China Modern
A Visual Guide to the Wizarding World
Lego Ninjago Masters of Spinjitzu
More Amazing Vehicles

Explore the exciting world of LEGO Ninjago in this awesome activity book, complete with everything you need to build your own Ninjago minifigure! Discover the story behind LEGO's
exclusive new range of ninja fighters, build your very own LEGO Ninjago minifigure, read the stories and complete the puzzles. Lots of fun for every LEGO fan!
A beautiful visual celebration of the iconic LEGO minifigure complete with never-before-seen images, engaging essays, and fascinating infographics.
Celebrate the entire world of LEGO® DC Super Heroes with this comprehensive visual guide to all the minifigures, vehicles and sets, including the LEGO Batman Movie sets. Explore
every detail of LEGO Batman's Batcave, look around Wonder Woman's Invisible Jet, examine Lex Luthor's awesome mech and find out about all the LEGO DC Super Heroes
minifigures' weapons and gadgets. Find out how the awesome sets and amazing video games are created in the Beyond the Brick chapter, which features concept art and an
interview with a LEGO designer. LEGO DC Super Heroes: The Visual Dictionary will tell you everything there is to know about LEGO DC Super Heroes. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the
Minifigure and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks of the LEGO Group. All rights reserved. © 2017 The LEGO Group. Manufactured by Dorling Kindersley, 80 Strand,
London WC2R 0RL, UK, under license from the LEGO Group. TM & © DC Comics.
Includes one red LEGO brick inside front cover.
LEGO® Awesome Ideas
Great LEGO® Sets
LEGO NINJAGO Visual Dictionary: New Edition
Lego Star Wars: Small Scenes from a Big Galaxy
The Ultimate Guide to Collectible LEGO Sets
LEGO Ninjago: Ninja Vs Fangpyre Activity Book
Unlock the secrets of LEGO® building and create new worlds with your imagination. Your guide to becoming a LEGO master builder. Become inspired with detailed master building techniques and tips to create amazing
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modules with your collection. Test and challenge your building skills, with hundreds of awesome ideas to choose from, ranging from beginner LEGO builds to more advanced creative modules. A fun activity that stimulates
creativity and tactical skills. LEGO blocks are to be played without limitations and this building guide is here to inspire you. This LEGO instructions book explores the endless possibilities you can create with your own LEGO
brick collection. It's up to you, show off your building skills or add amazing creative modules to your own LEGO world. Are You Ready For The Most Awesome LEGO Building Adventures Yet? Learn through visual tips, step-bystep guides, creative model ideas and pro building techniques shown throughout the book. The LEGO® Awesome Ideas book includes detailed illustrations on how to build amazing real-world modules like fleets of mini robots,
magical castles, a LEGO® birthday cake, space vehicle constructions and even a realistic-looking LEGO mobile phone. Journey through six incredible worlds bursting with hundreds of approved fans LEGO ideas and building
tips. This book helps you create your own amazing models with step-by-step guides that unlock the secrets of great LEGO building. This LEGO book is based on 5 different LEGO themes: - Outer Space - The Wild West - Fantasy
Land The Real World - The Modern Metropolis With creative model ideas and visual tips and techniques, LEGO® Awesome Ideas will inspire everyone from beginners to accomplished builders. An International Literary
Association - Children's Book Council Children's Choices List Selection LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2015 The LEGO Group.
Celebrate the epic journey of the LEGO® minifigure. Enter the world of minifigures with this fully updated edition. The first minifigure was created in 1978, and today the entire minifigure population could circle the globe more
than five times! Starring more than 2,000 of the most popular and rarest minifigures from the LEGO® Minifigure Series and themes including LEGO® NINJAGO®, THE LEGO® MOVIETM, LEGO® Star WarsTM, LEGO®
City, LEGO® Harry PotterTM, and many more. From astronauts and vampires to Super Heroes and movie characters, feast your eyes on the most awesome minifigures of every decade! ©2020 The LEGO Group.
Great LEGO® SetsA Visual HistoryDK Children
Capturing the boundless creativity of the LEGO® brand, this colorful book recreates objects and scenes from everyday life using LEGO bricks. Transforming handfuls of bricks into minty toothpaste, eggs and bacon, lush
houseplants, and more, LEGO Still Life reimagines the mundane and sparks playfulness in everyday life. Featuring unique, clever, and captivating original art, these deceptively simple but meticulously executed images are full
of surprise and delight—and remind us that the world around us is, too. • Recreates commonplace scenes from everyday life using LEGO® bricks • Creatively reimagines the everyday objects and scenes • Presented without text,
these clever images speak for themselves, offering joy, surprise, and creativity on each spread LEGO Still Life is the perfect gift for LEGO lovers and art lovers alike. Watch LEGO bricks transform into everyday objects, turning
the humdrum into a delightful surprise. • Great not only for LEGO fans who are feeling nostalgic, but for anyone who appreciates quirky art projects and creative spirit • This is a book that makes you look twice and enjoy the
artful effort. • Perfect for fans of The Art of the Brick: A Life in LEGO by Nathan Sawaya, The Greatest Brick Builds: Amazing Creations in LEGO by Nathan Sawaya, and Beautiful LEGO by Mike Doyle
Awesome LEGO Creations with Bricks You Already Have
Storytelling with Data
Build It! Volume 1
LEGO Play Book
The Visual Guide

Traces the history and development of Lego toy sets, with profiles on the designers, break down of the bricks used, and guided tours of advanced sets. A chronological tour of the history
of LEGO's most significant, popular and interesting playsets combines lavish photography with coverage of such classics as the LEGO Space and LEGO Castle series as well as licensed
theme sets, including LEGO Star Wars.
Don't simply show your data̶tell a story with it! Storytelling with Data teaches you the fundamentals of data visualization and how to communicate effectively with data. You'll discover
the power of storytelling and the way to make data a pivotal point in your story. The lessons in this illuminative text are grounded in theory, but made accessible through numerous realworld examples̶ready for immediate application to your next graph or presentation. Storytelling is not an inherent skill, especially when it comes to data visualization, and the tools at
our disposal don't make it any easier. This book demonstrates how to go beyond conventional tools to reach the root of your data, and how to use your data to create an engaging,
informative, compelling story. Specifically, you'll learn how to: Understand the importance of context and audience Determine the appropriate type of graph for your situation Recognize
and eliminate the clutter clouding your information Direct your audience's attention to the most important parts of your data Think like a designer and utilize concepts of design in data
visualization Leverage the power of storytelling to help your message resonate with your audience Together, the lessons in this book will help you turn your data into high impact visual
stories that stick with your audience. Rid your world of ineffective graphs, one exploding 3D pie chart at a time. There is a story in your data̶Storytelling with Data will give you the skills
and power to tell it!
From J. O'Keefe's Self Discovery Series for Kids, I Love Who I Am is filled with lovable kids who embrace their feelings and emotions while playfully inviting the reader to identify with the
characters and grow unconditional love for self and others. I Love Who I Am is one of the rare children's books that offers a repertoire of unconditional self-love affirmations in the child's
first person voice. Charmingly illustrated by Minnie Drew, this book will capture and nourish reader's hearts and remain a childhood favorite.
With simple, step-by-step directions and a visually rich design, this unique series of instruction books for LEGO® creations helps young children learn and have fun simultaneously. The
Build It! series of 16 visually rich instruction books for LEGO® models is perfect for children ages 5 and up. Inside Volume 1 you'll find a range of creative models to put together--from
animals to airplanes, street scenes to seascapes and much more, created using the LEGO® Classic set 10693, or bricks you already have at home. Each book in this interactive series
contains 3-5 projects featuring a diverse range of models. Full color diagrams guide you through the process, enhancing the fun.
Make Supercool Models With Your LEGO Classic Set
How Businesses and Organizations Can Anticipate Global Insecurity
LEGO® Harry PotterTM Magical Treasury
The LEGO Architect
The LEGO Architecture Idea Book
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LEGO Minifigure Year by Year
Take your creations to the next level with The LEGO Architecture Idea Book! These clever building tips will give you endless inspiration for making your own amazing mansions,
castles, houses, spooky shacks, and more. Every chapter includes ideas for creating architectural elements like columns, doors, windows, and walls. But rather than providing stepby-step instructions, the book includes helpful photography from every angle that shows you how to achieve the look, adapt it to your build, and make it your own. Learn how to: Build amazing walls that break the mold, with brick-and-mortar effects, weathered walls, and loose bricks - Recreate structural effects like timber framing, soaring towers and
turrets, shingled roofs,clapboard siding, and more - Elevate your models with “stained glass”, intricate color patterns, and tumble-down wear-and-tear - Use pieces like
croissants, snakes, and goblets to make unique architectural ornamentation Bursting with clever ideas, The LEGO Architecture Idea Book will show you how to turn your buildings
into impressive, realistic structures.
Kickstart your kids' LEGO creativity with Sarah Dees' biggest and best book yet in the bestselling series, with more than 300,000 books from the series in print. This huge
collection of action-packed projects will bring fresh life to your tubs of bricks and get LEGO® lovers of all levels inspired to build for days. Dive into your own LEGO® world filled
with new and amazing creations—from sleek, aerodynamic race cars to fairytale creatures, secret spy headquarters and everything in between. Step-by-step pictures combined
with detailed instructions and helpful parts lists make Sarah’s projects accessible for tinkerers of any age. Explore far and wide with an adventurer ATV, military humvee or a mini
animal safari. Meet mischievous trolls and a friendly spiketailed dragon. Build your family’s dream seaside vacation, complete with a surf shack, ice cream stand and pirate ship.
Construct a customizable bedroom that looks just like your own or the classroom in your school. Silly stories and scene suggestions will inspire countless hours of play, making
this the perfect gift for kids who crave variety in their LEGO® building. There’s no limit to what you can imagine and create with this awesome collection! Collect the whole series
with Sarah Dees' other bestselling LEGO books: - Incredible LEGO® Creations from Space with Bricks You Already Have - Genius LEGO® Inventions with Bricks You Already Have Awesome LEGO® Creations with Bricks You Already Have - Epic LEGO® Adventures with Bricks You Already Have
Presents the Harry Potter line of Lego action figures and playsets, showing all of the playsets and detailing the number of pieces and minifigures associated with each, as well as
when they were made and the movie that they relate to.
LEGO® Star Wars® sets and minifigures come to life in this beautiful photography book. Created by Finnish photographer Vesa Lehtimäki using his son's favorite toys, the book
features painstaking recreations of classic movie moments and hilarious new takes on fan-favorite characters and themes. Informative captions give technical details for each
scene, while anecdotes from Lehtimäki offer background insights to his creative process. LEGO Star Wars Small Scenes from a Big Galaxy is a breathtaking new look at a timeless
icon that allows fans to see their favorite minifigures from the classic saga in an exciting new way. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob
configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2015 The LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group.
A Visual History
LEGO Still Life with Bricks
LEGO Harry Potter
LEGO Epic History
Political Risk
50 New Robots, Dragons, Race Cars, Planes, Wild Animals and Other Exciting Projects to Build Imaginative Worlds
** The book the Guardian has called a: 'taut, intricate thriller [...] deeply poignant and original' *Winner of the Victorian Premier YA Prize for
Literature, and Best Young Adult Novel at the Aurealis Awards - two of Australia's most prestigious writing awards* An extraordinary thriller, told from
the perspective of two Aboriginal protagonists, which weaves together themes of grief, colonial history, violence, love and family. Nothing's been the
same for Beth Teller since she died. Her dad, a detective, is the only one who can see and hear her, and he's drowning in grief. Only a suspected
murder, and a mystery to solve, might save them both. And they have a potential witness: Isobel Catching. Aboriginal by birth, like Beth, she seems lost
and isolated in the world. But as the two get closer, Isobel's strange tale of glass-eyed monsters and stolen colours will intertwine with Beth's
investigation - and reveal something dark and terrible at the heart of this Australian town . . .
An illustrated and annotated guide takes a look at the artists, builders, and inspiration behind the LEGO Architecture series, exploring the creative
process and how the artists translated iconic buildings into LEGO sets.
With just one collection of LEGO bricks, you can build any of these 10 models—from the simple Hot Rod to the mighty Excavator. Tips and tricks will
inspire you to create your own amazing models. Whether you’re new to the LEGO Build-It Book series or ready for a new challenge, you’re in for hours of
fun! –Hot Rod –Forklift –Wrecker –Roadster –Gran Turismo –Dune Buggy –Chopper –Big Rig –F1 Racer –Excavator
Presents strikingly photographed facts about the heroes, enemies, weapons and vehicles of the LEGO Ninjago universe, sharing behind-the-scenes
information about the creation and stories of every minifigure and set, in a reference complemented by a limited-edition minifigure.
Make Supercool Models with Your LEGO® Classic Set
LEGO Magical Ideas
LEGO Architecture
The Big Book of Amazing LEGO Creations with Bricks You Already Have
1001 Ideas for Brickwork, Siding, Windows, Columns, Roofing, and Much, Much More
Great Lego Sets
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This alphabet book of fantastic LEGO creations is specifically for toddlers. It's a visual LEGO feast rather than an instructional
book. The colorful, bold images are easily recognizable for the youngest LEGO enthusiasts.
Spin through the LEGO Ninjago world with this fascinating visual guide.
Brick by Brick Brilliance LEGO bricks are the building blocks of childhood. Yet they are far from child's play. LEGO sets are fast
becoming a hot commodity with collectors worldwide for fun and profit. Abundantly visual, informative and detailed, The Ultimate
Guide to Collectible LEGO Sets is the definitive reference to more than 2,000 of the most collectible sets on the secondary
market, illustrating the incredible value of LEGO bricks, not only from an entertainment and educational standpoint, but also as
an investment. Consider a Star Wars Ultimate Collector Series Millennium Falcon, which sold at retail for $500, is now selling for
more than $3,500 on the secondary market. The Ultimate Guide to Collectible LEGO Sets features: • More than 25 top themes,
including Advanced Models, Batman, Ideas/Cuusoo, Star Wars UCS and non-UCS sets, Technic, Trains, and Vintage • Up-to-date
secondary market prices for more than 2,000 new and used sets from 2000 to present • More than 300 full-color photos of sets in
their boxes, and built models • Tips on reselling, flipping, and investing The Ultimate Guide to Collectible LEGO Sets is your
brick-by-brick guide to a world of imagination and discovery.
Over 2 million copies sold worldwide! Be inspired to create and build amazing models with your LEGO® bricks! The LEGO Ideas Book
is packed full of tips from expert LEGO builders on how to make jet planes reach new heights, create fantastic fortresses, swing
through lush jungles, have fun on the farm and send space shuttles out of this world! This awesome ideas book is divided into six
themed chapters - transport, buildings, space, kingdoms, adventure, and useful makes - to inspire every member of the family to
get building. With over 500 models and ideas, this book is perfect for any LEGO fan - young or young at heart - who want to make
their models cool, fun and imaginative. ©2020 The LEGO Group.
The Visual Dictionary
75+ Brand-New Vehicles, Robots, Dragons, Castles, Games and Other Projects for Endless Creative Play
Identification and Price Guide
Kingdom of Characters
The LEGO® Ideas Book
Building the Magical World
A visual timeline of the classic toy combines photographs with information about more than two thousand significant, popular, and
rare LEGO minifigures.
Discover everything you need to know about LEGO® Star WarsT sets and minifiguresIf you love LEGO Star Wars, then the updated and
expanded edition of LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary (previous ISBN: 9781405347471), complete with a rare and exclusive LEGO
Star Wars minifigure is perfect for you. Learn all about LEGO Star Wars ships, weapons, and even the Death Star through amazing
Star Wars images and incredible details. Come face-to-face with LEGO versions of Darth Vader, Obi-Wan, Luke Skywalker, Yoda,
Anakin and more and discover hundreds of little known facts about Star Wars characters and factions, such as the Jedi and the
Sith. This revised edition of LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary is updated throughout to show all the new sets and innovations
in LEGO Star Wars from 2009 to 2014. Covering all six Star Wars episodes, Star Wars: The Clone Wars television series, Star Wars:
The Old Republic computer game and the expanded universe with behind-the-scenes information, fan creations, and merchandise.Packed
with additional information on the history, manufacture and construction of LEGO Star Wars and a new gallery featuring every Star
Wars minigifigure LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary is perfect for all LEGO Star Wars fans.
Step-by-step directions on how to build creative models with LEGO building blocks.
The updated and expanded ultimate guide to the minifigures of the LEGO® Star Wars® galaxy DK's LEGO®Star Wars® Character
Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded now includes many more new LEGOStar Wars minifigures! Discover incredible LEGO Star Wars facts,
such as which minifigure is the rarest and which can be found in the most LEGO sets. This updated and expanded edition contains 72
additional pages of new minifigures and includes an exclusive minifigure to add to your collection. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick
and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2015 The LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under
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license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD
The Art of Everyday Play
Self-Love for Kids
Lego Star Wars
A Data Visualization Guide for Business Professionals
LEGO the Art of the Minifigure
Ideas to Bring Your Bricks to Life
Celebrate and explore the incredible story of LEGO® and its much-loved bricks, sets, minifigures, movies, games, and more with this updated and expanded
edition. Plus, comes with an exclusive printed LEGO brick! Take a dazzling visual tour through all the groundbreaking moments in LEGO history, from the
company's humble beginnings in a carpenter's workshop to the invention of the iconic LEGO brick and LEGO minifigure, through to the stunning toys, video
games and movies of today, including LEGO® Star Wars(tm), THE LEGO® NINJAGO® MOVIE(tm), and LEGO® Dimensions. This special edition of The LEGO® Book has
been fully updated and expanded with the latest LEGO sets and fascinating facts to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the LEGO brick and the 40th
anniversary of the minifigure. Go behind the scenes to learn how LEGO bricks are made; find out how amazing fan creations become real-life LEGO sets,
and marvel at how LEGO bricks made it to the computer screen and the big screen. Created in full collaboration with the LEGO Group, The LEGO® Book is a
treasure trove for LEGO fans of all ages. Previous edition ISBN 9781409376606 ©2018 The LEGO Group.
Have a Blast Building New LEGO Toys, Animals, Scenes and Working Contraptions Turn your pile of LEGO bricks into a day of fun! This unique activity book
has step-by-step instructions and tons of photos to teach you how to build all-new and totally awesome robots and a robot lab, race cars to race your
friends and jet planes to zoom across the room at lightning speed or fit in your pocket for on-the-go play. You can build wild animals then take your
minifigures on a safari to see a lion, tiger, monkey and more! Build your own LEGO town with a playground, skate park and go-cart entertainment arena.
Your knight minifigures will have a real adventure when they encounter a green fire-breathing dragon! Help the knights win the battle by building a
catapult and a crossbow that really work. Think you’re a LEGO pro? Then try the no-instruction projects, where you can put your creativity and LEGO
building skills to the test by building something using just a photo as a guide. No matter how you use it, this book will help you and your family or
friends have a crazy amount of fun building new toys and scenes with your LEGO bricks! ** NOW AVAILABLE! Epic LEGO Adventures With Bricks You Already
Have, Sarah Dees' follow-up book, is packed full of more amazing, creative step-by-step LEGO projects and humorous storylines that are perfect for every
LEGO lover **
Enter the magical world of LEGO Harry Potter. A spellbinding book featuring the very best LEGO Wizarding World sets and minifigures! Meet... Harry
Potter, Lord Voldemort, and staff and students from Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry Explore... Hagrid's Hut, Newt Scamander's case, Diagon
Alley, and Privet Drive Discover... Magical creatures, Triwizard Tournament, Quidditch, and Wizarding New York Packed with sets, minifigures, and
magical accessories, LEGO Harry Potter Magical Treasury covers the LEGO Harry Potter and LEGO Fantastic Beasts themes from 2018 to 2020. Learn how these
magical sets are created in a behind-the-scenes chapter, which features an interview with the award-winning LEGO Harry Potter team. © & TM Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s20). ©2020 The LEGO Group.
From New York Times bestselling author and former U.S. secretary of state Condoleezza Rice and Stanford University professor Amy B. Zegart comes an
examination of the rapidly evolving state of political risk, and how to navigate it. The world is changing fast. Political risk-the probability that a
political action could significantly impact a company's business-is affecting more businesses in more ways than ever before. A generation ago, political
risk mostly involved a handful of industries dealing with governments in a few frontier markets. Today, political risk stems from a widening array of
actors, including Twitter users, local officials, activists, terrorists, hackers, and more. The very institutions and laws that were supposed to reduce
business uncertainty and risk are often having the opposite effect. In today's globalized world, there are no "safe" bets. POLITICAL RISK investigates
and analyzes this evolving landscape, what businesses can do to navigate it, and what all of us can learn about how to better understand and grapple
with these rapidly changing global political dynamics. Drawing on lessons from the successes and failures of companies across multiple industries as
well as examples from aircraft carrier operations, NASA missions, and other unusual places, POLITICAL RISK offers a first-of-its-kind framework that can
be deployed in any organization, from startups to Fortune 500 companies. Organizations that take a serious, systematic approach to political risk
management are likely to be surprised less often and recover better. Companies that don't get these basics right are more likely to get blindsided.
Catching Teller Crow
Lego Star Wars Character Encyclopedia
Amazing ABC
I Love Who I Am
Build It!
Lego DC Super Heroes Visual Dictionary

Introduces the world of model making with LEGOs, featuring life-size sculptures of dinosaurs, monuments, buildings, and other items.
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Discover the past like never before - in LEGO® bricks! Discover the history of the world and get inspired to build your own epic LEGO® models! Covering
global history from the earliest humans building fire and inventing the wheel, to a modern day city with sustainable energy technology and robots, LEGO
Epic History is the perfect introduction for children learning about the past. LEGO models and minifigures bring to life scenes from the most epic historical
periods and inspire children to get creative and build their own! Covers fun, accessible aspects of history through time and place, from the Ancient
Egyptians to the Space Race and from Aztec temples to Chinese inventions. ©2020 The LEGO Group.
Add some sparkle to your LEGO® building with more than 50 magical model ideas! Use your LEGO collection to create enchanted forests, mythical
creatures, fairies, superheroes, wands, and much more. Plus, the ebook comes with all the bricks you need to make an exclusive magical LEGO Neon
Dragon model. Believing in magic is just the beginning! ©2020 The LEGO Group.
This stunning LEGO® book is a visual history of more than 300 of the best LEGO sets, from the first Town Plans of the 1950s to today's dazzling sets. It
comes with an exclusive retro-style LEGO set for you to build! Packed with stunning photography and fascinating facts, Great LEGO® Sets explores the
history of LEGO sets in magnificent detail. It showcases the best-ever sets in the LEGO Group's long history, including much-loved classic 1970s and 1980s
Space and Castle sets and the latest LEGO® Star Wars(tm) and THE LEGO® MOVIE sets. Follow the timelines of LEGO set history, discover how LEGO sets
are made and see hundreds of LEGO sets in amazing detail, superbly captioned and annotated. Created in full collaboration with the LEGO Group, Great
LEGO® Sets reveals exclusive insights from LEGO designers into how LEGO sets are made. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configuration and the
Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2015 The LEGO Group. Produced by Dorling Kindersley under licence from the LEGO Group.
The LEGO Book
The Ultimate LEGO Book
An Alphabet Book of Lego Creations
LEGO® Minifigure A Visual History New Edition
Unlock Your Imagination
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